Say it right with

DECORATED WOOD LETTERS.
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JAVA JOY

The wood panel we used for this DIY mug holder comes with the hooks attached, so
you’ll need to remove them before painting (we used a patina finish kit). Then paint
your letters, adhere them to the panel, and replace the hooks. Coffee, anyone?

FROM THE COVER

Glue magnets to alphabet
tiles for a trendy take on
message board decor.
Tip: Stick not-in-use tiles to
the back so they’re out of
sight but still on hand.
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ELEGANCE IS BLISS

For decor with a little more dimension than
paint can offer, try fabric. Trace wood letters
onto batting (we used two layers) and fabric
(adding ¾" around). Then cover the letters and
add trim around the edges. Finish with sawtooth
hangers for easy displaying.

STYLE AWAY
Your style, your space, your rules.
We upgraded our wood letters with a
combination of paint, wood-burned details
and metal leaf. Tip: For extra precision, stencil
on the designs before going over them with a
fine-tip wood-burning tool.
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NUMBER PARTY

The mail carrier won’t have any
trouble spotting your house with
a chic (and easy-to-DIY) address
planter. Paint a wood pallet, wood
numbers and a metal crate. Then
secure everything together, fill with
flowers (faux are fine), and rake in
the curb-appeal points.

FINEST FLOWERS

Monograms are in. Florals are in.
DIYs are in. That means this project
is a win, win, win. Simply paint a
wood letter (we used a 1:1 mixture
of paint and glaze medium), distress
it after it dries, and glue on your
favorite flowers. It’s creativity in
bloom at its loveliest.
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HI TIME

This nicely neutral piece gets its
functionality from a DIY clock
and its flair from a painted wood
word. The clock face is wooden,
so just give it a coat of paint and
add the hands and motor. Then
screw everything to a painted
wood pallet and add the word.
Hello, lovely!
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